
Understanding Website  
User Research Approaches



Agenda

• Barriers to User Research

• Understanding the Different Types of Research

• How to Learn from Your Audience: Focus groups, User Interviews 
and Usability Tests

• Your Number One User Research Tool

• 7 User Research Tactics

• Preparing Your Findings

• Q&A



We’ve already done research.



It’s too expensive.



We don’t  
have time!



We Already Know Our Users



Different Types of 
Research



Brand  
Research

Market  
Research

User  
Research

HOW DO PEOPLE  
PERCEIVE OUR 

COMPANY OR PRODUCT?

HOW DO PEOPLE ENGAGE  
IN BUYING OUR PRODUCT  

OR SERVICE

WHAT IS THE DEMAND?
HOW MANY PEOPLE WANT 

OUR PRODUCTS?



About OHO

The Types of Research
Market Research

• How many prospective buyers are in our target geographies?

• What industries need to have more training for employees?

• What is the age and population needing health insurance or health care?

Brand Perception Research

• What do people associate with our organization or company?

• What words come to mind?

• How top-of-mind is our organization?

User Research

• What motivates users to take action?

• What is the customer/buying journey?

• What are the different personas?

• How is the brand coming across and driving action?



About OHO

Clearing Up Customer Personas
Demographic Personas – good for buying advertising by 
income, gender, age segments, etc.

Personality Personas – “new moms” or “seniors” – good for 
developing messages

Buying Personas – “researcher” vs. “impulse buyer” – defining 
different journey maps and prioritized content needs



Learn from Your Audience
Focus Groups, 1:1 and Usability 
Testing



About OHO

Research Learning Spiral

“A Five-Step Process For Conducting User Research” by David Sherman, Smashing Magazine 2013



About OHO

Research Learning Spiral

“A Five-Step Process For Conducting User Research” by David Sherman, Smashing Magazine 2013

Focus Groups
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Focus Groups
Excellent for gathering high-level reactions

Brand Activation

• Understand preferences and attitudes

• Gut reactions to designs or messaging

Cons

• Don’t cover as much ground as a user test

• Must guard against group think

• Need to facilitate getting everyone to speak What is your reaction to
these methods?  
Which bread slicing method  
do you prefer?



About OHO

Conducting a Focus Groups
Pre-work

• Gather 6-12 people

• Need to align with your persona/target market

• Complete a pre-survey

• Bring tent cards for names (in person)

During the session

• Introduce the session: purpose, length, your name

• Focus on facilitating the conversation, not note taking

• Record the session for textual analysis

• Use pre-survey as information for starting questions

• Ask open ended questions

• Use strategies that make people vote or require an answer from everyone

• Stay neutral, but engaged



1:1 User Testing
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1:1 User Research
Excellent for gathering reactions and behavioral and contextual research

• Higher degree of relevance – asking someone who could be an eventual end user

• Observe information about design and brand

• Understand user motivation and process

• Gather information about usability and UI patterns

• Able to use actual pathways and interfaces

• Avoid group think

Factors

• Recruit from different persona groups

• Unnatural environment

• Desire to please

• Work harder than they would in the natural environment

• Don’t test the UI that you designed or developed

How would you approach
dividing this loaf of bread?
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Usability Testing
Usability is a quality attribute that assesses how easy user interfaces are to use.

• Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they 
encounter the design?

• Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform 
tasks?

• Memorability: When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how 
easily can they reestablish proficiency?

• Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how 
easily can they recover from the errors?

• Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?

Factors

• Assume that this is a valid thing to do

• Doesn’t ask – would you ever register for this product

• The task does not need to be relevant to the user

Can you cut this bread  
with this knife?



OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST
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How Many Users to Test?



Your #1  
User Research Tool



“Thinking aloud should be the 
first tool in your UX toolbox.”

 Jakob Nielsen
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Thinking Aloud
“In a thinking aloud test, you ask test participants to use 
the system while continuously thinking out loud — that 
is, simply verbalizing their thoughts as they move 
through the user interface.” 

Three simple steps:

• Recruit representative users.

• Give them representative tasks to perform.

• And …



About OHO

Zip it!
Let the Users Talk



Sample Thinking Aloud



OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST



OHO INTERACTIVE

Total cost / max deduction / total payment

My doctor accepts the plan

Specific details of coverage

Coverage for Pre-existing Conditions

Cost for Preventive Care / Regular Office Visits

Medicine / Pharmacy Coverage

Tele-medicine Options

Type of Plan

Additional Benefits

0 2 4 6 8 10

Prioritized Needs



OHO INTERACTIVE

Brand of the insurance company

Online Reviews & Rankings

Clarity of product presentation

Quality and professionalism of website

Opinions or Rec. of Friends/Family

Mobile app available for members

Interaction with customer service

Quality of marketing marterials

In-person event

Advertising

0 2 4 6 8 10

Influencers



Task

PLAN FINDER USER TEST OHO INTERACTIVE

Imagine that you are looking to purchase a new health 
insurance policy (not dental, vision or medicare). 
You are considering enrolling in an INDIVIDUAL or 
FAMILY plan directly from the company (not through 
your employer). 
Please find the individual or family plans and find the 
plan with the lowest out of pocket cost.



OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST



Kaiser – Ease of Use

OHO INTERACTIVE

2.6

PLAN FINDER USER TEST



OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST



BCBS Tennessee – Ease of Use

OHO INTERACTIVE

3.2

PLAN FINDER USER TEST



Ease of Use Comparisons

OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST

2.6 3.2 2.7

Kaiser Permanente BCBS Tennessee Anthem



How to Improve? Top Open Response
Easier Path to Plan Finder: 5
Reduce Amount of Personal Information Required: 5
Improvements to Plan Finder Interface: 4
Navigation and Wayfinding: 4
Design: 3

OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST



Easier Path to Plan Finder (5)
• “The best route from point a to b is a straight line. This 

applies to websites as well.”
• “Make a quick link at the top of the website home page 

to shop plans”
• “I would like to get to the insurance info/comparison 

screens quicker.”
• “just one click that gives me a table with all the relevant 

information for all plans so that i can compare each one”
• “just show the plans on the first page”
 
Reduce Amount of Personal Information Required (5)
• “I would have a shortcut to get to the plans without 

questions about income or other advertising.”
• “Having a direct quote option instead of having to click 

through links.”
• “Reduce the basic information required to get to a point 

of comparing plans”
• “Do not ask intrusive questions about my info BEFORE 

giving me info on the various plans.”
• “Not having to enter in so much information.

Plan Finder User Interface (5)
• “Have the select box more obvious and sort by options 

for results.”
• “Make it easy to compare plans at a glance”
• “Consolidate the plans for comparisons”
• “Always have a comparison chart detailing all relevant 

information.”
• “Having a lowest price filter”
 
 Navigation & Wayfinding (4)
“Simplify navigation”
“Easier navigation on the homepage.”
“Better menu options”
“Easier paths to follow”
 
Design (3)
• “More colorful displays”
• “Make use of the open white space to compare more at 

a time”
• “Make the fonts bigger”
 
Simple Overview Price Chart (2)
• “Average price chart that you could view”
• “Give a general overview of plans with estimated costs 

based on zip code.”
 
Content (2)
• “More instructions needed”
• “Having more information or a video on how to 

understand the jargon”
 

Chat (2)
• “Having a chat available”
• “A pop up tap that allows the person to ask AI or a live 

person any questions they may have”

Readability (2)
• “Make it easy to read”
• “Less words”
 
Doctor Coverage (2)
• “I'd like to be able to confirm doctor/clinic coverages”
• “Make it clear what costs are for in and out of network 

physicians”
 
Other Services/Features (2)
• “I'd like to be able to see a list of services etc. and the 

associated costs so everything is clear”
• “Make prescription drug costs for generic, brand, on 

formulary, off formulary available so people can estimate 
costs”

 
View Plans by Existing Medical Condition (1)
• “Let a user put in some relevant healthcare needs and 

estimate costs across multiple plans.”
 
Technical (1)
• “Quicker loading times”
 
 
 
 

USER COMMENTS OHO INTERACTIVE



Recommendations
Usability Testing: Discover and fix rudimentary barriers to 
access
Design: Limit the amount of text and use white space to 
highlight next steps and action buttons
Filters: Users did not engage with the filters – keep these 
simple and clearly labeled.
Contextualize Price: costs are large and intimidating
Comparison: Provide methods to easily compare plans
Orient Prospects: Help them get oriented to plan offer and 
pricing in one table

OHO INTERACTIVEPLAN FINDER USER TEST



7 Tools & Techniques  
for User Research
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1. Surveys
• Surveys are a great starting or finishing point to user research:

• Make your survey also be a screener for your user research

• Discover trends and themes

• Validate your qualitative research with a statistically accurate survey with a 
large sample

• For unmoderated surveys avoid free response questions – they are not answered

• Ask users about preferences and priorities

• Rank the items least valuable to most valuable?

• Which words do you associate with the company or school?

• Who influenced your decision to apply?

• Collect demographic information last



About OHO

2. Card Sorting
• A card sorting activity can 

help understand and 
document a user’s mental 
model for the 
organization of content.

• Can be used for feature 
prioritization as well.

• Can be conducted online 
or in-person



About OHO

3. Leaf Testing
• Is your navigation useful?

• Does it align to user 
expectations?

• Is your language clear?



About OHO

4. 10-Second Design Reviews
• Show users key pages or a print spread for 10 seconds

• After showing all the designs, ask them to rank the designs

• Gather a gut reaction to design and gauge attitudes

• Ensure that the brand is coming across



About OHO

Microsoft Product Reaction Cards
• Supplement with the 

brand personality 
language

• Include brand attributes 
as positive terms



About OHO

Microsoft Product Reaction Cards
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5. System Usability Scale
Users answer each question on a 1-10 scale

• I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

• I found the system unnecessarily complex.

• I thought the system was easy to use.

• I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 
use this system.

• I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

• I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

• I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very 
quickly.

• I found the system very cumbersome to use.

• I felt very confident using the system.

• I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
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6. Heat Maps – Crazy Egg, Hot Jar
• Valuable for understanding how 

users are interacting with an 
interface

• Can identify usability issues

• Use as a starting point for 
interviews or to validate something 
discovered during interviews

• More of a challenge to understand 
what users want instead or the 
best path for changing the 
interface
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Heat Maps – Crazy Egg, Hot Jar
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7. Blended Testing
• Combines quantitative testing 

with with qualitative feedback

• Best for testing a complete, 
fully-designed interface

• Used to test single pages and 
especially pages that are 
focused on conversions



Likes

USER TESTING OHO INTERACTIVE

Users are asked a series of 
questions – they click on the page 
to leave a comment.

Here, the “heat map” shows the 
positive comments.

The first icon section tested well.



Dislikes

USER TESTING OHO INTERACTIVE

Users are asked a series of 
questions and click on the page 
and leave a comment.
Here, the “heat map” shows the 
positive comments.
• Some negative reactions to 

“Make Room for College”
• Intro deck is too dense
• Testimonial did not test well
• Users did not react well to a 

second form on the page
• “Fine print” under the second 

RFI made users cautious

LOOKING AT CROSS TABS – THE 
QUOTE TESTS BETTER WITH 

YOUNGER AUDIENCES.
AUDIENCES 55+ LIKED IT THE LEAST



About OHO



About OHO



About OHO



Prepare & Present  
Your Findings
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Preparing Your Findings
• Let the users speak

• Mix of qualitative and quantitative

• Count number of times a topic came up

• Watch out for bias confirmation

• Reading transcripts can be helpful

• Word clouds

• Color scoring – emotional test

• Preference graphs
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Personas
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Journey Maps



About OHO

5 Benefits of User Research
• Make your website better.

• Learn more about your users and audience.

• Learn about your misconceptions and biases.

• Back up your decisions with data.

• Break through politics.



Want users to fall in love 
with your designs?
Fall in love with your users.”
Dana Chisnell

“


